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of the 90 or so inmates freèftòday, the knowledge of these laws does
work, What of the hundreds still in prison that are innocent? Little
can be done because, inmates are transferred under classified moves from
prison to prison. Unless some organization such as the Law Departments of
Universities publish a course in true PARALEGAL, these innocent convicts
will serve their stiff sentences. Stiff is the correct term because, the
Author's personal experience of those convicted under the Omnibus Crime
Control or what is called "Organized Crime", not all, but most who are
members of Organized crime, are doing 3,5, or 6 year sentences while
those convicted in which the Judge, Prosecutor, and Defense Attorney
knew the defendant was innocent received stiff 10, 15, and 20 year
sentences. _
No matter which way legal minds want to argue and save a dieing
professìonfthe PARA'l.EGAL is reborn time and time again with revery court
order' granting immunity. with every new statute passed directly related
to "Organized Crime." The Author is not against statutes that curb
Organized crime, but is against Organized crime statutes that are used
to convict innocent people. Because, this practice has created "Political
Prisoners" and for a country that Mot.to's "The Land of the Free and the
Home of the Brave“ has more Political Prisoners than any other country
in the world. The after effects are never ending because the PARALEGAL
can be seen representing not only in domestic law but in International law.
No matter what faults can be found in the structure of any nation, it has
a system of law.' In this system it can be found to have legal representation
for the accused. Now, if the representation is limited by its' own conflict
of int.e`rests, it is disqualified by PARALEGAL. Law is Law and is too
exacting a science for anyone to use the excuse that no country lives by
their`laws. Takèany country past or present, read their courthístory

